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Groundbreaking Ceremony: 
WACKER Strengthens Focus on Silicone 
Specialties with the Construction of a New 
Production Site in the Czech Republic 

Munich, June 20, 2024 – Wacker Chemie AG strengthens its 

focus on silicone specialties in Europe with the construction of 

a new production site. Today, the chemical company, together 

with project partners and officials representing the city and the 

region, broke ground symbolically in Karlovy Vary, Czech 

Republic. From the end of 2025, WACKER will produce room-

temperature curing high-performance silicones and from 2028 

high consistency silicone rubber in Karlovy Vary. These 

silicones are used in key technologies such as electromobility, 

health and medical care and in grid expansion. The investment 

volume is in the low triple-digit million-euro range. 200 new jobs 

will be created in the first expansion phase. With the construc-

tion of a new site for silicone specialties, the WACKER Group is 

once again expanding its position as a solution provider for 

customers in key industries. 

“Karlovy Vary will be a new and important pillar for our silicone 

activities in Europe and will strengthen our position as a leading 

manufacturer of silicone specialties. With today’s groundbreaking 

ceremony we’ve achieved our first milestone,” said Executive Board 

member Christian Kirsten addressing guests from politics and 

business. “Our silicone rubber grades are in demand in all key 
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growth markets. As an expert in silicones, we can offer precisely the 

solutions that our customers need to develop innovative products 

and technologies,” stated Kirsten.  

Customized silicone elastomers are especially needed where 

conventional materials cannot or can no longer meet the high and 

ever-increasing requirements. The main drivers are megatrends such 

as electromobility, renewable energies and the expansion of 

electricity grids. “In order to be able to meet the growing demand for 

such solutions in the long term, we need to lay the necessary 

groundwork now,” noted Kirsten. “With Karlovy Vary we are now 

beginning a new chapter in our silicones’ success story.” 

The new site complements WACKER’s existing integrated production 

sites in Burghausen and Nünchritz, Germany. The company is 

thereby creating important prerequisites for further optimizing its 

production processes. “Our integrated production setup in Europe 

will be even more flexible with Karlovy Vary. It will enable us to serve 

our customers both in Europe and elsewhere even better,” said 

Kirsten. 

The new site in Karlovy Vary will focus on the production of room-

temperature-curing specialty silicones. Later, high-temperature-

curing silicone compounds will also be produced there. In total, 

WACKER will invest a sum in the low triple-digit million euro range in 

Karlovy Vary and create around 200 jobs by 2028. Further personnel 

requirements in later years are also on the cards. When fully 

operational, the site will be able to supply over 20,000 metric tons of 
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custom-made silicones per year. First production quantities are 

expected by the end of 2025.  

Of the many production sites under consideration, Karlovy Vary in 

the Czech Republic made the grade. In the weeks and months 

ahead, the 23,000 square-meter building including infrastructure will 

be erected. WACKER is cooperating with the U.S. real estate 

developer Panattoni, which is coordinating the construction work, 

and the Czech real estate group Accolade, which owns the property 

and the building.  

Karlovy Vary offers the ideal conditions for WACKER’s silicone 

production. “Its proximity to Burghausen and Pilsen, the region’s 

relatively low energy costs, and the availability of qualified staff made 

the decision very easy for us in the end,” said Kirsten.  

About WACKER SILICONES 

WACKER SILICONES is one of the largest silicone manufacturers 

worldwide with over 2,800 highly specialized and innovative 

products. The division’s portfolio ranges from silicone fluids, 

emulsions, resins, elastomers and sealants to silanes, silane-

terminated polymers and pyrogenic silica. These stand out due to 

their significant value-adding potential – enhancing both the benefits 

and performance of customers’ end products. WACKER SILICONES’ 

products find application in such sectors as automotive engineering, 

construction, chemicals, cosmetics, medical technology, energy & 

electronics and paper & textiles.  
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WACKER Executive Board member Christian Kirsten, Panattoni Managing 
Director Pavel Sovička, Head of Development at Accolade Jiří Stránský, 
the Mayor of Karlovy Vary Andrea Pfeffer Ferklová, and Deputy Governor 
of the Karlovy Vary Region Vojtěch Franta at the groundbreaking 
ceremony for the new production site (from left to right). (photo: Panattoni) 

Note:  

This photo is available for download at:  
http://www.wacker.com/pressreleases  
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The Company in Brief: 
WACKER is a global company with state-of-the-art specialty chemical products 
found in countless everyday items, with applications ranging from tile adhesives 
to computer chips. It has a worldwide network of 27 production sites, 22 technical 
competence centers and 48 sales offices with some 16,400 employees and 
annual sales of around €6.4 billion (2023).  

WACKER operates through four business divisions. The chemical divisions 
WACKER SILICONES and WACKER POLYMERS supply products (silicones, 
polymeric binders) for the automotive, construction, chemical, consumer goods 
and medical technology industries. WACKER BIOSOLUTIONS, the life sciences 
division, specializes in bioengineered products such as biopharmaceuticals and 
food additives. WACKER POLYSILICON produces hyperpure polysilicon for the 
semiconductor and photovoltaic industries.  

http://www.wacker.com/

